Information describing the origin of data, generally referred to as provenance, is important in scientific and curated databases where it is the basis for the trust one puts in their contents. Since such databases are constructed using operations of both query and update languages, it is of paramount importance to describe the effect of these languages on provenance.
INTRODUCTION
The provenance of data-its origin and how it came to be included in a database-has recently sparked interest in database research (see e.g., the surveys by Tan [2004] , Bose and Frew [2005] , and Simmhan et al. [2005] ). The topic is particularly important in those scientific databases, sometimes referred to as curated databases, that are constructed by a labor-intensive process of copying, correcting, and annotating data from other sources (the yearly Nucleic Acids Research Database Issue [Galperin 2008 ] lists many examples from molecular biology). Since curated databases are becoming a form of recognized scientific publication, it is vital to ensure that they are of high quality. Provenance records that summarize the construction process leading to the current database state are particularly important in assessing data quality.
Indeed, a good provenance record should provide an adequate description of how the database has evolved over time, when changes have been made, who is responsible for them, which external sources have been consulted or copied, and how these copies have been reorganized or corrected. If errors are discovered, the provenance record should make it possible to identify other copies that may require correction. In addition, some forms of provenance records are intended to ensure repeatability or reproducibility of scientific experiments carried out in silico, and help avoid repeating expensive computations. This is the case, for example, in geospatial information systems and scientific workflow management systems [Bose and Frew 2005; Simmhan et al. 2005] .
In practice, provenance-if it is recorded at all-is usually recorded manually. This adds to the already expensive cost of manual data curation, and the resulting provenance records can easily be incomplete or incorrect. Automated provenance recording support is therefore clearly desirable, and already customized provenance-recording systems have been designed for particular curated databases on a case-by-case basis.
It is not yet well understood, however, what constitutes reasonable correctness conditions for recording provenance, nor is it clear what principles should govern the design of automatic provenance-recording systems. The systems investigated so far employ several different (and often ad hoc) definitions of provenance, based on informal motivations describing where results come from [Wang and Madnick 1990; Buneman et al. 2001; Bhagwat et al. 2005] or what data the result was influenced by [Woodruff and Stonebraker 1997; Cui et al. 2000; Buneman et al. 2001; Green et al. 2007] . What makes these definitions correct, reasonable, or even suitable for a given purpose? So far, work on provenance has not provided clear answers to such questions. To be trustworthy, a system should provide transparent, high-level guarantees concerning the provenance it records. Indeed, a system whose provenance-recording behavior is inconsistent with its user's expectations only gives a false sense of security that adequate provenance information is being recorded when it is not.
So far research on provenance has focused on recording provenance for data returned by queries, or on recording provenance for data updated by means of manual copy-paste operations [Buneman et al. 2006] . However, many applications use database bulk updates as well. In particular, curated databases are often constructed by first copying data from other sources and subsequently adapting this data to address the specific needs of the domain at hand. While the database curator may perform these adaptions using a friendly user-interface, they are nevertheless transparently translated into update statements for execution by the database system. It is therefore also important to study provenance-recording for the bulk-updates present in most database systems.
In this article, we focus on the source tagging [Wang and Madnick 1990 ] and where-provenance [Buneman et al. 2001 ] interpretations of provenance, and develop a semantic foundation that helps to justify the intuition of whereprovenance as showing where the results of queries and updates come from in the input. In particular, we define semantics for query and update languages in which where-provenance is recorded implicitly and characterize the expressiveness of these semantics with regard to a language in which where-provenance records can be constructed explicitly. Our results are an initial and, we believe, significant step towards understanding the semantics of where-provenance in databases.
For brevity, we will refer to the form of where-provenance we will study simply as "provenance" or "implicit provenance" in what follows. We wish to emphasize, however, that our results do not address other kinds of provenance such as lineage [Woodruff and Stonebraker 1997; Cui et al. 2000] , whyprovenance [Buneman et al. 2001] , and how-provenance [Green et al. 2007 ] that aim to describe which parts of the input influenced certain parts of the output. Nevertheless, we believe that comparable semantic foundations can and should be developed for them.
Provenance as color propagation. At the basis of our development lies the following method for linking items in the output of a database operation (be it a query or update) to items in its input [Wang and Madnick 1990; Bhagwat et al. 2005] Figure 1 in which the atomic data values, the records, and the tables R and S themselves are all annotated with identifiers, or colors r, s, r 1 , s 1 , . . . Then the color of an output item can naturally be viewed as a link back to an item in R or S that has the same color. This is illustrated in Figure 2 (Q a ), for example, where the output atom 1 is linked to the atom 1 in R, the record (8, 9) is linked to the second record in R, and so on. The special blank color ⊥ indicates that a data item does not come from the input but was introduced by the query or update that produced Figure 2 (Q a ) itself. This is the case, for example, for the atom 5, the output record (1, 5) , and the output table itself. In this respect, any function mapping colored databases to colored databases can be seen as not only transforming input databases to output databases, but also as recording provenance of the items in the output: the provenance of output item o is simply the input item i with the same color, if it exists. For this reason, we call functions mapping colored databases to colored databases provenance-aware database operations, or pados for short. (A formal definition ensuring basic well-definedness properties of pados is given in Section 4.2.) In general, a pado can produce links that violate certain basic constraints that one would expect to hold for any provenance model describing where data comes from. We therefore introduce the classes of copying and kind-preserving pados. A copying pado can only link o to i if o is an exact copy of i, thereby formalizing a natural intuition that if object o comes from i then i and o are identical. During data curation, however, it is often the case that an item is initially copied from another database, and later restructured by, for example, removing some fields, adding some items, and so on. In this case, o will not be a verbatim copy of i. For that reason, we also introduce the class of kind-preserving pados that can link o to i only if o and i have the same kind of structure. We define two implicit provenance semantics, one for queries and one for updates, that respect these constraints.
. Consider the input tables R(A, B) and S(B, C, D) from
Provenance for queries. In particular, we view queries as either constructing new items or copying complete items from the input. To illustrate, consider again tables R(A, B) and S (B, C, D) from Figure 1 . We will define the provenance semantics of the SQL query (select * from R where A <> 1) union (select A, 5 as B from R where A = 1) (Q a ) to map R to the colored table in Figure 2 (Q a ). This defines the provenance of the atom 1 in the output to be the corresponding atom in R, the provenance of the record (8, 9) to be the provenance of the second record in R, and so on. Since the blank color ⊥ indicates that a data item is introduced by the query itself, our provenance semantics takes the view that (Q a ) constructs a new table and that the second select subquery constructs a new record, rather than copying an existing one.
As a second example, we will define the provenance semantics of the two equivalent queries:
to map R and S to the colored tables in Figure 2 (Q b ) and Figure 2 (Q c ), respectively. As such, these queries are again viewed as constructing new tables and records instead of copying existing ones. Observe, however, that the atomic data values themselves are viewed as being copied from R and S, but that the atoms in the B field of Figure 2 (Q b ) come from R, while they come from S in Figure 2 (Q c ). This is because (Q b ) mentions R.B in its select-clause, while (Q c ) mentions S.B. This dependence of provenance on the particular syntax of a query gives the query writer the ability to emphasize where a part of the result comes from; for example, if R is regarded as a much more reliable source than S, then (Q b ) may be preferable. Rather than base our implicit provenance semantics directly on SQL, we shall use the Nested Relational Calculus (N RC) [Buneman et al. 1995] . There are several reasons for this decision. First, the N RC operates on the nested relational or complex object data model [Abiteboul et al. 1995] which is, in one form or another, widely used for scientific data. Second, we want to describe provenance at all levels (atoms, records, and tables), and the complex object model provides a uniform treatment of these levels. Nevertheless, our results for N RC specialize to the flat relational model and accompanying query languages such as flat relational calculus, as we show in Section 7.
As our first result (Proposition 5.5), we show that the implicit provenance semantics of any N RC query e is always a copying pado. While this property is not difficult to prove, it is significant because it guarantees that queries cannot forge the provenance of an output item.
Implicit provenance for updates. In order to capture the intuition that updates do not construct new databases, relations, or tuples, but modify existing ones in place, their provenance semantics is defined in a way that roughly agrees with how system identifiers are preserved in practical database management systems. For example, we will define the implicit provenance semantics of the SQL updates
to map R to the colored tables in Figure 3 (U a ) and Figure 3 (U b ), respectively. Note that the update (U a ) preserves the provenance of the record containing 28:6
• P. Buneman et al. the modified B field, because the update statement modifies records in place, whereas update (U b ) destroys the provenance of the deleted record and inserts a new one. In both cases, the provenance of the whole table R is preserved. Our provenance semantics also handles updates that change the database schema. For example, we will define the provenance semantics of the SQL update alter table R add column (C int)
that adds a column C to the database (with default value 0) to map R to the colored table in Figure 3 (U c ). As such, the provenance of record (1, 2, 0) in the result is the corresponding record (1, 2) in R while the provenance of (8, 9, 0) is the record (8, 9) in R. Again, we will not define our implicit provenance semantics directly for SQL-style updates, but for updates expressed in the core Nested Relational Update Language (N UL)-a language based on earlier work by Liefke and Davidson [1999] .
As our second result (Proposition 5.9), we show that the implicit provenance semantics of a N UL update u is always a kind-preserving pado. Again, while this property is not difficult to prove, it is significant because it guarantees that the provenance of updates always conforms to the restructuring interpretation of the comes-from relationship.
Expressive completeness. Suppose we now treat colors as first-class values, and pair each item-every data value, tuple and table in a relational databasewith its color. Note that this transformation stays within the nested relational model. We write N RL(clr, ⊥) for N RC and N UL extended with colors and with the blank color constant ⊥. We can now operate on explicitly-colored databases with our language N RL(clr, ⊥) to obtain new databases that contain colors. Indeed we will define the implicit provenance semantics of queries and updates via translations from N RC and N UL to sublanguages PN RC and PN UL of N RL(clr, ⊥), respectively.
Transformations in N RL(clr, ⊥) need not be copying or kind-preserving. A transformation that interchanges the two components of a pair but preserves its color, such as (((1, r 1 ), (2, r 2 )), r 3 ) → (((2, r 2 ), (1, r 1 )), r 3 ), can easily be expressed as a query in N RC (clr, ⊥) . This transformation is not copying, although it is kind-preserving. As another example, consider a transformation that forges provenance, by changing data values while leaving colors alone, for example, (((1, r 1 ), (2, r 2 )), r 3 ) → (((17, r 1 ), (42, r 2 )), r 3 ). This transformation is neither copying nor kind-preserving.
•
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We have seen that all queries have copying provenance behavior and all updates have kind-preserving provenance behavior, while N RL(clr, ⊥) can express non-copying and non-kind-preserving operations. However, if we focus only on copying or kind-preserving operations, is N RL(clr, ⊥) more expressive than PN RC or PN UL, respectively? We show that it is not. Specifically, we show that PN RC can express all copying operations definable in N RL (clr, ⊥) . Similarly, we show that PN UL can express all kind-preserving operations definable in N RL(clr, ⊥) .
These results, like traditional expressiveness results for query languages, provide a foundation for understanding what the implicit provenance semantics can or cannot do. In particular, they show that PN RC and PN UL correspond to two reasonable (but different) characterizations of where a part of the output comes from. Moreover, as far as copying and kind-preserving operations are concerned, one does not lose flexibility when recording provenance automatically, according to the implicit semantics, instead of recording it explicitly. This indicates that language extensions for recording provenance explicitly, such as those given in DBNotes [Bhagwat et al. 2005 ], while they may be a syntactic convenience, are superfluous in the sense that the only additional operations they can express are non-copying or non-kind-preserving. Finally, the distinction between copying and kind-preserving operations captures an important difference between queries and updates, which does not manifest itself in the ordinary semantics; thus provenance leads to a new notion of completeness for database update languages.
This article is based on prior work [Buneman et al. 2007 ] that introduced the implicit and explicit provenance models and studied the expressiveness of implicit provenance. Here we provide detailed proofs of the expressiveness results, discuss conservative extension properties in the presence of provenance, and discuss the broader context of this work. In addition, in this article, we have corrected an error in the earlier work. Specifically, Buneman et al. [2007] claimed that expressive completeness holds with respect to copying and kind-preserving transformations definable in the language N RL(clr, ⊥, eq clr ) that, in addition to the basic type clr for colors and the constant color ⊥, also includes equality comparisons among colors. Our proof technique does not suffice in this case, however, and therefore we prove expressive completeness only with respect to the language N RL(clr, ⊥), in which color equality comparisons are not available. We believe that the stronger result holds, but proving it appears nontrivial, as discussed in Section 6.4.
Organization. The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 introduces the query and update languages under consideration. Section 4 introduces our explicit provenance model and defines the classes COPY and KP of copying and kind-preserving operations. Section 5 defines the implicit provenance semantics for queries and updates, and discusses practical issues such as provenance query optimization. Section 6 proves our main expressive completeness results. Section 7 relates these results to the flat relational model via conservative extension properties. Finally, Section 8 28:8
• P. Buneman et al. briefly discusses extending our approach to handle more features found in typical query languages.
RELATED WORK
Provenance. There is a substantial body of research on provenance (also sometimes termed lineage or pedigree) in both database and scientific computing settings, which is nicely surveyed in Bose and Frew [2005] , Simmhan et al. [2005] , and Tan [2004] . Wang and Madnick [1990] introduced a provenance model called Polygen that provides source tagging, associating each field of the output of a query with sets of input locations from which the data was copied (original sources) or whose values influenced the output (intermediate sources). Cui et al. [2000] studied lineage, in which an output tuple is associated with a set of input tuples that influenced the output. These techniques only track the provenance of tuples or fields in flat relational data. Buneman et al. [2001] defined two forms of provenance called why-and where-provenance for queries in a deterministic tree data model. None of these approaches have considered clear, high-level semantic criteria capturing the intuitions behind the motivating terms "comes from" or "influenced by."
The Trio project [Benjelloun et al. 2006 ] has investigated combining tuplelevel lineage with uncertainty and probability information. Green et al. [2007] have introduced a semiring-valued relational model and shown that it generalizes several approaches including set, bag, probabilistic, and incompleteinformation databases. These techniques focus on record-level annotations and are more closely related to why-provenance and lineage. It is not yet clear what semantic guarantees these approaches provide or what guarantees would be desirable. Cheney et al. [2007] have investigated an alternative dependencytracking approach to provenance for N RC; this approach is based on an analogy between data provenance and techniques from programming languages such as dependency analysis and program slicing.
Provenance has also been studied in the geospatial and Grid computing communities [Bose and Frew 2005; Foster and Moreau 2006; Simmhan et al. 2005] . Here, the motivation is to record the execution of a workflow that constructs large data sets in order to avoid repeated computation, detect and track down errors, and provide repeatability. Our model of provenance is fine-grained in that it tracks the origins of individual objects, whereas workflow provenance is typically coarse-grained in that it only tracks macroscopic processing steps involved in producing data files, images, or other aggregate objects.
Annotation. There has also been significant work on annotation in databases that is relevant to provenance. Tan [2003] studied query containment and equivalence in the presence of annotations. The DBNotes system [Bhagwat et al. 2005] propagates annotations through conjunctive SQL queries. DBNotes only considers annotations on atomic values and does not address updates, but their approach to annotation-propagation for queries is closely related to ours. In fact, they consider three annotation-propagation schemes: default, defaultall, and custom. The default propagation is essentially the same as the implicit provenance semantics that we propose for N RC. The default-all propagation scheme combines the annotations propagated by all equivalent queries. For example, the query select A, C from R x where x.A = x.B is rewritten to the union of this and the equivalent (under normal semantics) query select B, C from R x where x.A = x.B. In the custom propagation scheme, the query annotations on any input field can be transferred to any output field, at the option of the user. This is similar to our explicit annotation-propagating queries; however, the induced provenance mapping need not be copying. Geerts et al. [2006] have developed Mondrian, a database system that supports block annotations, in which a color can be associated with a subset of the fields in a record. Mondrian supports an algebra capable of querying data and annotations alike. This algebra is essentially the relational algebra, extended with a few operators providing special annotation-querying behavior. Geerts and Van den Bussche [2007] have studied the expressiveness of such annotation-propagating query languages; they proved expressive complete with regard to relational algebra queries that have explicit access to the block annotations. While this result is superficially similar to ours, the crucial difference lies in the fact that Mondrian queries annotations which may or may not be viewed as provenance, while we propagate annotations in order to define provenance. The expressiveness results are therefore with regard to different classes of explicit queries.
PRELIMINARIES
Let us describe the languages used throughout this article. For queries, we employ the nested relational calculus N RC [Buneman et al. 1995] ; for updates, we employ a nested update, language N UL, which is based on a complex update calculus called CUCA [Liefke and Davidson 1999] that generalizes the familiar SQL updates to complex objects. Both languages deal with complex objects in the form of nested relations, whose types are given by the following grammar:
Here, b ranges over some unspecified finite collection of base types such as the booleans, the integers, and so on. We assume this collection to include at least the special base type bool. The semantics of a type is just a set of objects. The expressions of N RC and N UL are explicitly typed and are formed using the typing rules of Figure 4 , in which e ranges over N RC expressions and u ranges over N UL expressions. The explicit type annotations in these expressions are given in superscript; note that these annotations suffice to ensure that each expression has at most one type. We will often omit them when they are clear from the context. In the typing rules for N UL updates, we have written s t to indicate that s and t are record types with disjoint sets of field names, and we have written s t for the concatenation of record types s and t; this operation is defined only when s t holds. For example, A: r, B : s C : t = A: r, B : s, C : t .
The Nested Relational Calculus N RC
The semantics of N RC is that of the first-order, simply typed lambda calculus with records and sets. 
Here, the table R(A, B) is represented as a set of records R : { A: int, B : int }. Also, the expression
defines the relational join of R : { A: r, B : s } and S : { A: r, C : t }, that is, SQL query (Q b ) from the Introduction. SQL query (Q c ) can be defined similarly.
Like the ordinary relational calculus, the N RC can be formulated in terms of either named records or nameless tuples or pairs; the two approaches are equivalent. Our approach employs the more readable named-record syntax, in which nameless binary pairs can be defined by taking s × t = fst : s, snd : t , where fst and snd are arbitrarily fixed distinct field names. The power of N RC is not restricted to simple select-project-join queries. It is well known that equality tests at base types and emptiness tests at {unit} suffice to define other nonmonotone operations: We use these operators whenever convenient, and write, for example, e 1 − e 2 for the difference of the sets denoted by e 1 and e 2 .
A closed N RC expression is, as usual, an expression without free variables, where the free variables FV (e) of an expression e are inductively defined as follows: FV (a) := ∅; FV (x) := {x}; FV (λx.e) := FV (e) − {x}; FV ( {e 2 | x ∈ e 1 }) := FV (e 1 ) ∪ (FV (e 2 ) − {x}); and FV (e) is the union of the free variables of e's immediate subexpressions otherwise. Observe in particular that closed expressions e : s → t define functions from s to t.
The Nested Update Language N UL
Each N UL update u : s → t defines a function that intuitively modifies objects of type s in place to produce objects of type t. First, we have some control flow operators: skip is the trivial update with skip(v) = v, and u 1 ; u 2 is update composition: (u 1 ; u 2 )(v) = u 2 (u 1 (v)). The expression repl e replaces the input object by the object denoted by N RC expression e. Next, [x] u binds all free occurrences of x in N RC expressions occurring in u to the input object and then performs 
v . This update operation is hence similar to a let-binding or λ-abstraction, but binds x implicitly to the input being updated, not to the result of evaluating an expression. To avoid confusion with conventional let-bindings, we have therefore chosen a different syntax. We stress that the value of x is immutable; it is not affected by the changes u makes to the input object. In particular, [x] (repl ; repl A: x, B : x ) is equivalent to [x] repl A: x, B : x . The record updates behave as follows:
where in the last rule, v is the object denoted by N RC expression e. Finally, we have the set updates: (insert e)(V ) = V ∪ W , where W is the denotation of e; (remove e)(V ) = V − W , where W is the denotation of e; and iter u applies u to every object in its input:
Example 3.3. The SQL updates (U a ) and (U b ) from the Introduction are expressed in N UL by the following updates:
Here, the table R(A, B) is represented as an object R : { A: int, B : int }, which serves as the context object for the N UL updates. We can also express schemamodifying updates such as (U c ) in N UL as R ⇒ iter (add C : 0 ) .
In fact, N UL can express all familiar SQL updates, as shown in Figure 5 . There, nul t : t provides a default value when adding a column to a table. For simplicity, we have ignored the treatment of null values and simply assume that some default value nul t : t is fixed for each type t.
A closed update is an update without free variables, where the free variables FV (u) of update u are inductively defined as follows:
The Nested Relational Language N RL
The observant reader may have noticed that, in contrast to N RC expressions, N UL updates do not contain an equality test or a conditional. These are in fact already definable in N UL, as the following proposition shows.
PROPOSITION 3.4. N RC ≡ N UL in the sense that every function definable by a closed N RC expression e : s → t is definable by a closed N UL update u : s → t, and vice versa.
PROOF. Every closed N RC expression e : s → t is necessarily of the form λx.e , which is equivalent to the update [x] (repl e ). For the converse, let u : s → t be a N UL update and let x and y be two variables not occurring in u. The equivalent N RC expression u : s → t is then readily obtained by induction on u:
Here, x −e denotes set difference (which is definable in N RC by Proposition 3.2); s is an abbreviation of A: r, B 1 : r 1 , . . . , B n : r n ; and t is an abbreviation of B 1 : r 1 , . . . , B n : r n . We should stress that in the simulation of [z] u, we abstract over the variable z in λz. u (z), not x or y. This effectively binds all free occurrences of z in u to the input object, as desired. For example,
As a result, we can view N RC and N UL as two different syntactic components of a single conceptual language: the Nested Relational Language (N RL) = N RC + N UL. The two component languages will have different semantics when we come to consider implicit provenance, but with the semantics we have just described, we can use the whole of N RL whenever convenient (for example, in definitions and examples), thereby viewing expressions in each language as syntactic sugar for expressions in the other language. In order to derive results about the semantics of N RL, it suffices to prove them for just one of N RC or N UL. (v, x : w) for the result of applying e to input v with x 1 bound to w 1 , x 2 to w 2 , . . . , and x n to w n . Finally, we write e[x/e ] for the capture-avoiding substitution of every free occurrence of x in e by e .
A MODEL OF PROVENANCE
Intuitively, we take the viewpoint that the provenance of an object in the output of a database operation is some object in the operation's input. To make this notion precise, we introduce colored objects and study the properties of functions mapping colored objects to colored objects.
Colored Objects
Let clr be a new base type, not included in the unspecified collection of base types of N RL, whose infinite set of elements we will refer to as colors. Let the color-extended types be the types in which clr may also occur:
To avoid possible confusion, ρ, σ , and τ will range over color-extended types, and r, s, and t will range over ordinary N RL types in the rest of this article. Let ⊥ : clr be a new distinguished constant called the blank color. Definition 4.1. Given two types σ and τ , the type T [σ, τ ] of objects of type σ that are recursively tagged with objects of type τ is inductively defined as follows:
Here, val and tag are two fixed field names. The type C[s] of colored objects of type s is then defined as T [s, clr] .
In other words, a colored object is an object in which each subobject is tagged with a color. For ease of exposition, we will often abbreviate the rather verbose notation for colored objects and write v (c) for val : v, tag : c . Whenever convenient, we will also depict colored objects graphically as in Figures 1-3 . We 
The set cso ⊥ (v) of non-blank colored subobjects of v is defined as cso
We naturally extend these operations to operate on sequences of objects and write, for example, 
Provenance-aware Database Operations
Of particular interest for our purposes are the distinctly colored objects. is not, since c 2 occurs twice. Observe that if v is distinctly colored then there can be at most one object w ∈ cso(v) with w.tag = c for any c : clr, so we can make the following definition:
For example, if we again consider R(A, B) in Figure 1 , then clr-to-obj R (r) = R, clr-to-obj R (r 2 ) = A: 8 (r 21 ) , B : 9 (r 22 ) (r 2 ) and clr-to-obj R (r 22 ) = 9 (r 22 ) .
is evaluated on a distinctly colored input, we can view the (non-blank) colors as links from objects in the output to objects in the input. Therefore, if o ∈ cso ⊥ ( f (v)), then we consider the provenance of o to be the unique object i in the input with the same color, that is, i = clr-to-obj v (o.tag) ∈ cso(v). If o.tag = ⊥, then we say that o does not originate from the input v, but is invented by f during execution.
Hence the provenance behavior of database operations can elegantly be defined by means of functions f :
is too general for our purposes, however, since it includes functions that manipulate colors in ways that seem unreasonable for the purpose of recording provenance, as discussed next.
Color-propagation. The first problem is that f 's behavior may depend on the particular choice of colors used in the input. For example, if f maps
then it queries the input colors, in the sense that the uncolored part of the output differs when its input object 5 is colored blue rather than red. Since we only intend colors to serve as a means for linking output objects to input objects, and not for determining the actual output, we restrict ourselves to those functions that only propagate colors from input to output uniformly, regardless of the particular choice of colors used. The alternative setting where colors can be used to determine the output is studied by Geerts et al. [2006] and Geerts and Van den Bussche [2007] .
Definition 4.6. A recoloring is a function α : clr → clr that maps ⊥ to ⊥. Recolorings are naturally extended to functions α σ : σ → σ in the following way:
Note that "color-propagating" is a different concept than "generic with regard to colors," since α above is not required to be bijective. Hence, a function mapping
is not considered color-propagating, since it again queries colors rather than only propagating them. Also note that if f is color-propagating, then all colors in f (v), except ⊥, must occur in v. In other words, all objects that are invented by f are colored ⊥. Finally, note that the behavior of f is fully determined by its behavior on distinctly colored objects, as the following lemma shows.
LEMMA 4.7. If f : C[s] → C[t] and g : C[s] → C[t] are color-propagating and
f (v) = g (v) for every distinctly-colored v : C[s], then f = g.
PROOF. For an arbitrary w : C[s] we can always find a distinctly colored v : C[s] and a recoloring
Bounded-invention. The second problem concerns our interpretation of ⊥ as indicating an invented value. In database theory, queries (and, often, updates) are typically considered to be domain-preserving, with limited ability to create new atomic data values. Indeed, if e : s → t is an N RL expression, and atom a appears in e(v) but not in v, then a must appear as a constant in e. If we view an annotation of ⊥ on an atom as indicating that the atom has been invented by the query, then e can only invent a finite number of atoms, since e can mention only a finite number of constants. Color-propagating functions can describe the provenance behavior of e in a way that does not agree with this viewpoint, however. For example, invent :
assigns the color ⊥ to each output atom, indicating that all output atoms are constructed by the query or update itself. For this reason, we will further restrict ourselves to those color-propagating functions that assign ⊥ only to a finite number of atoms.
Definition 4.8. Define the set invented(v) of the invented atoms of v as follows: In practice, query and update languages usually also include non-domainpreserving features such as arithmetic and string operations, aggregation, user-defined functions, and new() operations that generate fresh identifiers. Extending our approach to handle such features is beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, some plausible extension approaches are discussed in Section 8.
We are now ready to define the concept of a provenance-aware database operation, which serves as our model of provenance throughout the article. Definition 4.9. A provenance-aware database operation (pado for short) is a color-propagating, bounded-inventing function f :
It is important to observe that a colored set can contain multiple copies of the same uncolored object. The record A: 1 , for example, appears twice in the colored set of Figure 6 (a): once colored by ⊥ and c 5 (with ⊥ coloring the record itself and c 5 coloring the atom 1) and once colored by ⊥ and c 7 . This behavior is intended, since it allows a pado to describe that different copies of the same uncolored object originated from different parts of the input. For example, we will define the provenance semantics of the relational projection A , as defined in the provenance of the first occurrence of atom 1 to be the first occurrence of 1 in R and the provenance of the second 1 to be the second 1 in R.
On Copying and Kind-Preserving Pados
To summarize our progress so far: we have defined pados as color-propagating, bounded-inventing functions f :
, f naturally defines the provenance of o ∈ cso ⊥ ( f (v)) to be the unique i ∈ cso(v) with i.tag = o.tag. Intuitively, we expect this to mean that o comes from i, but i and o need not always conform to this intuition. For example, if i is the empty set {} (red) but o is the atom 5 (red) , then it is hard to argue that i is the object in v from which o originates. This motivates us to identify two distinct semantic conditions on f that guarantee that o comes from i under a reasonable interpretation of "comes from."
Copying. The first such interpretation is when o was obtained by copying i. That is, if o is a colored atom, then i is the same colored atom; if o is a record, then i is also a record with the same color and fields, and every field of o was copied from the corresponding field of i; if o is a set, then i is also a set with the same color and the elements of o were copied from the elements of i. A pado f conforms to this interpretation of "comes from" if every non-blank colored object in the output is an exact copy (including colors) of some object of the input. This motivates the following definition:
Kind-preservation. Updates motivate a somewhat different interpretation of the comes-from relationship. Intuitively, this is because update operations modify parts of an object in place. For example, consider a table R : { A: int, B : int }, and let A: 1, B : 2 be a record in R. Suppose that we update R to R by, say, adding a column C. Then it seems reasonable to say that the record A: 1, B : 2, C : 3 in R , obtained by adding column C to A: 1, B : 2 in R, comes from A: 1, B : 2 , although it is clearly not a copy of the latter.
A pado with this behavior is not copying, but it does satisfy a weaker semantic criterion called kind-preservation. Intuitively, this means that although o may not be an exact copy of i, it does at least have the same kind-that is, i and o are both sets, both records, or both atoms. Moreover, if i and o are atoms then they must be equal. To ease some of the development in later sections, we formalize kind-preservation by defining kind reduction operations on types and objects. Intuitively, these reductions discard the deep structure of a type or object, keeping only the top-level structure.
Definition 4.11. Let the kind of a type s be the type defined by:
The kind reduction of a colored object v :
Definition 4.12. The set rso(v) of kind-reduced subobjects of a colored object v is defined as:
Example 4.14. Clearly, every copying pado is also kind-preserving, but not vice versa. x eq clr y, this is readily verified by taking x = c 1 , y = c 2 , α(c 1 ) = c 1 , and α(c 2 ) = c 1 .
Explicit Definition of Pados
In conclusion, if f : Definition 4.16. Let COPY and KP be the languages we obtain by restricting N RL(clr, ⊥) to those closed expressions that define copying and kindpreserving pados, respectively:
Note that COPY and KP are semantically defined. In fact, membership of both COPY and KP is undecidable: a standard reduction from the satisfiability problem of the relational algebra shows that checking whether an N RL(clr, ⊥) expression is bounded-inventing, copying, or kind-preserving are all undecidable. As we will see in Section 6, however, both COPY and KP have simple and elegant effective syntaxes.
IMPLICIT PROVENANCE-AWARE SEMANTICS FOR QUERIES AND UPDATES
In this section, we give an intuitive provenance-aware semantics for N RC queries and N UL updates.
Provenance for Queries
Concretely, we take the view that queries either construct new objects or copy complete objects from the input. As such, all objects constructed by a constant, record, or set constructor (including union and comprehension) during a query, are colored ⊥. Objects copied from the input retain their color. Formally, the provenance-aware semantics P Figure 7 .
[e] : C[s] and P[ f ] : C[s] → C[t] of N RC expressions e : s and f : s → t is defined by translation into N RL(clr, ⊥) as shown in
Observe that the provenance semantics of a constant expression such as a or {} is always colored by ⊥. Moreover, the translation leaves variables, λ-abstractions, applications, and conditionals alone (except for their type annotations). The record-construction and singleton operations behave like their ordinary counterparts, but return a record or set colored with ⊥. Remark 5.1. The above definition, we claim, is essentially the same as other definitions of where-provenance in the literature [Buneman et al. 2001; Tan 2003; Wang and Madnick 1990] , extended to N RC. However, formally characterizing the relationship to other definitions appears nontrivial; for example, the model of Buneman et al. [2001] is based on a different data model consisting of deterministic trees, along with a novel query language; moreover, their definition of where-provenance is rather complicated and relies on queries first being put into a normal form. Ours, by contrast, is defined for arbitrary N RC queries by a clear syntactic translation to N RC(clr, ⊥) queries.
Example 5.2. Direct application of the translation in Figure 7 to the relational projection A := λR. {{ A: x.A } | x ∈ R} yields: In particular, P[Q a ] maps R from Figure 1 to the colored set in Figure 2 (Q a ).
It is important to note that expressions that are equivalent under the normal semantics need not be equivalent under the provenance semantics. For example, A: x.A, B : x.B is equivalent to x when x is a variable of type A: s, B : t , but P[ A: x.A, B : x.B ] is not equivalent to P [x] , since the record returned by the former is always colored ⊥, while the record returned by the latter retains the original color from the input. On the other hand, the provenance semantics always respects the original semantics, in the following sense:
is a closed N RC expression then for any v : C[s],
we have erase
PROOF. Straightforward induction, strengthened to arbitrary open expressions e( x : s).

Given that we have defined P[−] by viewing queries as either constructing new objects or copying whole values, it is unsurprising to find: PROPOSITION 5.5. Every closed P[ f ] : C[s] → C[t] in PN RC defines a copying pado. As such, PN RC ⊆ COPY.
PROOF. We need to show that the function defined by P[ f ] is colorpropagating, bounded-inventing, and copying. Hereto, let e( x : s): t be an arbitrary N RC expression, and let C be the finite set of all atoms mentioned in e. It is readily verified by induction on e that invented(P[e]( x : v)) ⊆ C and cso
is both bounded-inventing and copying. Moreover, P[ f ] is also color-propagating by Proposition 4.15, since it is an expression of N RL(clr, ⊥).
Provenance for Updates
For N UL, we take the view that updates do not construct new objects, but modify existing ones in place. As such, objects retain their colors during an update. Figure 8 by translation into N RL(clr, ⊥). Here, P[e] is the provenance semantics of N RC expression e as defined in Figure 7 , erase is the color erasure function from Definition 4.3, and e 1 ∈ e 2 denotes the membership test (which is definable in N RL(clr, ⊥) by Proposition 3.2). Note in particular that the provenance semantics of remove e ignores colors when selecting the objects to remove. The provenance semantics of the control-flow, binding [x] u, and replace repl e updates is straightforward; these operations are translated to themselves (except for typing annotations). The provenance semantics of record field updates, add, and drop operations apply corresponding operations to the value component of the colored record, but do not change the color of the record itself. Similarly, the set insert, delete, and iteration updates apply corresponding operations to the value component of the current object, but leave its color untouched.
The provenance semantics P[u] : C[s] → C[t] of a N UL update u : s → t is formally defined in
Example 5.6. The provenance semantics of the update iter (drop B) from Example 3.3,
maps the colored set R from the left of Figure 6 to the colored set in Figure 6 (b). Note in particular that the set itself retains its color. This is in contrast to the provenance semantics of the relational projection A , as we have explained in Example 5.2. The provenance semantics of the updates As we did for queries, it is important to emphasize that updates that are equivalent under the normal semantics need not be equivalent under the provenance semantics. This is already illustrated by Example 5.6, as iter (drop B) is equivalent to [R] PROOF. We need to show that the function defined by P[u] is colorpropagating, bounded-inventing, and kind-preserving. Hereto, let u( x : r) : s → t be an arbitrary N UL update, and let C be the finite set of all atoms mentioned in u. Using the fact that N RC expressions define copying pados (Proposition 5.
5), it is readily verified by induction on u that invented(P[u](v, x : w)) ⊆ C and rso ⊥ (P[u](v, x : w)) ⊆ rso(v, w) for every v : C[s] and w : C[ r]. In the special case where u : s → t is closed, this hence shows that P[u] is boundedinventing and kind-preserving. Moreover, P[u] is also color-propagating by Proposition 4.15, since it is an expression of N RL(clr, ⊥).
Logical Optimization in the Presence of Provenance
At first sight, the fact that queries and updates that are equivalent under the normal semantics need not be equivalent under the provenance semantics indicates that logical optimization may become problematic in the presence of provenance. We will now argue that this is not the case. Figure 9 shows a system of rewrite rules used for logical query optimization in N RC-based systems such as Kleisli [Wong 2000 ]. As beautifully explained by Wong [1994] , these rewrite rules actually generalize many logical optimizations known for relational algebra. For instance, the rule A 1 : e 1 , . . . , A n : e n .A i ; e i that removes pointless record creation, corresponds to pushing projections under selections in the relational algebra.
Although all of these rules are sound with regard to the normal semantics (i.e., if e 1 ; e 2 then e 1 ≡ e 2 ), this is no longer the case under the provenance semantics. For instance, although {} ∪ x ; x, the result of P[{} ∪ x] is always colored ⊥, while the result of P [x] has the same color as x. An easy analysis shows: PROPOSITION 5.10. If e 1 ; e 2 according to one of the rules marked (+) in Figure 9 , then P[e 1 ] ≡ P[e 2 ]. In contrast, if e 1 ; e 2 according to one of the rules marked (−) in Figure 9 , then P[
PROOF. In each case, the reasoning is straightforward by expanding definitions and rewriting according to equivalence properties of the ordinary nested relational calculus. For example:
which shows that the rule A 1 : e 1 , . . . , A n : e n .A i ; e i is sound with respect to the provenance semantics. On the other hand, the rule e ∪ {} ; e is clearly not sound, since
It is important to stress, however, that this does not imply that existing query optimizers must be redesigned before automatic provenance recording support can be incorporated. It merely indicates that we should not optimize provenance-aware queries by optimizing the source expression e directly. This eliminates the same inefficiency of taking the union with the empty set that we would eliminate by rewriting {} ∪ e into e. Indeed, any inefficiency that can be removed by rewriting an arbitrary expression e according to one of the other rules can similarly be removed by rewriting P [e] .
Although optimizing P[e] will take longer than directly optimizing e, since the size of P[e] is larger than that of e, we feel that the overhead involved is reasonable because the size of P[e] is linear in the size of e; therefore, the overhead can also be expected to be linear. Furthermore, even when e is in normal form and cannot be optimized further, evaluating P[e] literally as defined is suboptimal. Assume, for instance that the expression {if (x.A eq 1) then e 1 else e 2 | x ∈ R} is in normal form. Directly evaluating its provenance semantics,
will construct pointless records during the if-test condition. In contrast, the optimized expression obtained by rewriting according to the rules in Figure 9 does not have this behavior:
Thus, even if e has already been optimized, further optimization of P[e] may be necessary to avoid poor performance.
Implementation Issues
Our definition of color-propagating functions only serves as a logical model for recording provenance. Further research is warranted to see how this model is best implemented in practice. First, there is the issue of designing a suitable addressing scheme to implement colors. In principle, recording the provenance of a query or update f : s → t applied to input v : s requires that we first distinctly color v and then apply P[ f ] to it. This could be expensive if done naively. Most database systems assign internal system identifiers to objects in the database. Colors behave like such identifiers in some ways (as we have indicated in the Introduction) but do not have the same behavior in general. Identifiers are generally not propagated through queries, and need not be preserved by updates (although they often are). On the other hand, copying an object usually creates a new object identifier, whereas our semantics would assign the copy the same color as the original. Nevertheless, built-in identifiers may still be helpful for implementing implicit provenance, since they provide a built-in distinct coloring of all records in a database. For relational database systems, it seems sufficient to have record identifiers, since every relation can be identified by its name, every record by its identifier, and every field by the record identifier appended with the field name. If system identifiers are unavailable, it may be possible to use existing keys as an addressing scheme.
Second, there is the issue of how to store the recorded provenance information relating different versions of the database. For instance, let distinctly colored v 0 be the original database to which we apply P[u 1 ] to obtain version v 1 . Then, the colors in v 1 tell us the provenance of the objects in v 1 with regard to v 0 . In particular, v 1 itself is not necessarily distinctly colored. Therefore, if we later apply P[u 2 ] to obtain version v 2 , then the colors in v 2 tell us the provenance of the objects in v 2 with regard to v 0 , not v 1 . This may be problematic if we later want to determine which update created an object w present in v 2 . The fact that w.tag = ⊥ only tells us that w was created by either u 1 or u 2 , but not which. One way to retain this information is to distinctly recolor the database after every update transaction, and to store the provenance information relating each new color with the previous version's colors in a separate table. For instance, after applying update (U b ) from the introduction, for answering future provenance queries. Naively recoloring the database in this way requires a linear scan of the database after every update transaction, and is clearly expensive. In the presence of internal system identifiers, however, such a recoloring already happens implicitly and may therefore be quite feasible. Also, the provenance table in Figure 10 (d) can grow very quickly. A discussion of how to efficiently store this table when given a hierarchical addressing scheme is found in [Buneman et al. 2006] . Additional work may be needed to extend their approach from atomic update sequences to the bulk updates considered here.
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• P. Buneman et al. Third is the question of how to incorporate provenance tracking into existing relational databases. Evaluating P[ f ] on a colored database clearly involves an overhead compared to the ordinary evaluation of f . Bhagwat et al. [2005] have implemented and evaluated a system called DBNotes for propagating annotations through conjunctive queries. Their results indicate that, on average, queries run around 40% slower-arguably, an acceptable overhead given that the color annotations may increase the size of the data by a factor of two.
EXPRESSIVE COMPLETENESS
We now present the central technical results of this article: that PN RC and PN UL are expressively complete with regard to COPY and KP, respectively.
Combined with Propositions 5.5 and 5.9, this hence establishes:
In other words, PN RC and PN UL provide effective syntaxes for the undecidable languages COPY and KP respectively, and any copying query or kindpreserving update can be expressed using the implicit provenance semantics.
We prove the first part by providing a translation
Observe that it suffices to translate only N RC(clr, ⊥) expressions (as opposed to translating full N RL(clr, ⊥) expressions), since we may always assume the elements of COPY and KP to be expressed in N RC(clr, ⊥) by Proposition 3.4 (which continues to hold in the presence of clr and ⊥).
The essential observation underlying Q [−] and U [−] is that by substituting clr and ⊥ with some other type r and expression o, we can transform any 
Color Polymorphism
Let us first define substitution operations for replacing the type clr with an uncolored type r and replacing the constant ⊥ with an object o : r. Definition 6.3. Let σ be an N RL(clr, ⊥) type and let r be an N RL type. We write σ clr/r for the N RL type obtained by replacing all occurrences of clr in σ with r. It is straightforward to show that e clr/r, ⊥/o is well-defined in the sense that it always yields a well-typed expression: For the purpose of understanding color polymorphism, it is instructive to first consider a weaker property called color substitution.
Definition 6.8. Every function ψ : clr → r is naturally extended to a function ψ σ : σ → σ clr/r operating on objects of type σ as follows: be an arbitrary N RC(clr, ⊥) expression; let e abbreviate e clr/r, ⊥/o ; and suppose that ψ : clr → r maps ⊥ to o. A straightforward induction on e shows that, for all v : σ , we have
A few detailed induction cases are provided in the appendix.
Color polymorphism is similar to color substitution, except that it states that the behavior of the provenance semantics 
PROPOSITION 6.13 (COLOR POLYMORPHISM). Let f : C[s] → C[t] be a closed expression in N RC(clr, ⊥), let o : r be a closed expression in N RC, let φ : clr → C[r] map ⊥ to P[o], and let v : C[s] and w : C[T [s, r]] be arbitrary objects. If
φ |= v ∼ C[s] w then φ |= f (v) ∼ C[t] P[ f clr/r, ⊥/o ](w).= P[e clr/r, ⊥/o ]( x : w) = P[⊥ clr/r, ⊥/o ]( x : w) = P[o]. -Case e =
Expressive Completeness for Queries
The translation 
We will therefore show that if Essentially, we will define s and v such that every color c in v is represented by a copy of the unique u ∈ cso(v) with u.tag = c. Encoding then intuitively boils down to tagging every subobject of v with a copy of itself, and decoding boils down to the extraction of these copies (among other things).
Formally, s , v , enc, and dec are defined as follows. Assume that every base type b has a constant in N RC and fix, for every type r, a closed N RC expression 0 r : r called a zero term.
Definition 6.14 (Syntactic Subtype). For every type s, define the set subtypes(s) of syntactic subtypes of s as follows:
subtypes({s}) = {{s}} ∪ subtypes(s).
(In the last case, {{s}} is meant to denote the singleton set containing set type {s}, not the singleton set containing the singleton set {s}.) 
We now formally define the encoding and decoding functions. Intuitively, the encoding function simply traverses an object and tags each subobject with a copy of itself, embedded as an object of type s using put. 
The proof is by induction on r and is given in Appendix B.
The decoding function intuitively traverses the object w : T [t, s ] that is to be decoded in a top-down manner, at each point inspecting the tags of type s . If this tag differs from ⊥ , then it decodes the entire object under inspection by applying get to the tag. (
(2) If w.tag = ⊥, then all of the following hold:
Since by definition cso ). This shows that color polymorphism indeed fails in the presence of color comparisons.
Of course, this particular f is equivalently definable without color comparisons by λx.x, to which color polymorphism does apply. In fact, color-propagation seems to be closely related to the absence of essential uses of color comparisons. We suspect that any color-propagating expression f ∈ N RC(clr, ⊥, eq clr ) is equivalently definable in N RC (clr, ⊥) Buneman et al. [2007] . The question is still open, however.
We note that Conjecture 6.48 seems related to the study of queries invariant under arbitrary functions on the domain-sometimes called fully generic queries, in contrast to the ordinary generic queries that are invariant only under permutations of the data domain. Clearly, color-propagating functions are fully generic with regard to colors. Full genericity has been studied by Chandra [1981] and subsequently by Beeri et al. [1996 Beeri et al. [ , 1998 ]. In the latter paper, Beeri et al. conjectured that all fully generic queries are computable, and gave a candidate language L for the fully generic queries. They were only able to establish, however, that L captures all fully generic queries outputting objects of set nesting depth 1 or 2. Their proof techniques do not appear to extend directly to arbitrary depths or to situations with multiple base types, and therefore do not help resolve Conjecture 6.48.
CONSERVATIVE EXTENSION PROPERTIES
So far, we have studied the expressiveness of implicit provenance for queries and updates operating on nested relations in the form of complex objects. The topic is clearly also important for query and update languages operating on traditional flat relations only. In this section, we therefore show that every pado The N RC was first shown to have the conservative extension property when ht(σ ) = ht(τ ) = 1 by Paredaens and Van Gucht [1992] (see also Van den Bussche [2001] ). Later, Wong [1996] generalized this result to all input and output heights. Conservativity results have also been proved for extensions of N RC, such as bags [Libkin and Wong 1997] and bounded fixpoint operators [Suciu 1997 ]. In the following subsection, we will consider the conservative extension property for PN RC and PN UL. In this respect, observe that colored types and the provenance semantics have the following height preservation properties: PROOF. The proof is a variation of Wong's original conservative extension proof for N RC [Wong 1996 ], which we first review briefly. Consider the system of rewrite rules shown in Figure 13 . As shown by Wong [1994] , this system is strongly normalizing (i.e., it is impossible to infinitely rewrite e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ) and preserves the normal semantics (i.e., if e 1 ; e 2 then e 1 ≡ e 2 ). Moreover, if we rewrite e : t until we obtain an expression e : t in normal form, to which no rule is applicable, then ht(e ) ≤ max({ht(t)} ∪ {ht(s) | s is the type of a free variable of e}). Conservativity of N RC readily follows by these observations, since if λx.e : s → t is an arbitrary closed expression and e : t is the normal form of e, then λx.e ≡ λx.e and ht(λx.e ) ≤ max(ht(s), ht(t)) as FV (e) ⊆ {x}. Now recall (Proposition 5.10) that many of the rewrite rules also preserve the provenance semantics in the sense that e 1 ; e 2 implies P[e 1 ] ≡ P[e 2 ]. In fact, the provenance semantics is preserved by all the rules except (4). Indeed, the set output by the lefthand side {e 1 | x ∈ {e 2 }} is always colored ⊥, whereas the set output by the righthand side e 1 [x/e 2 ] need not be. We therefore replace this rule by {e 1 | x ∈ {e 2 }} ; e 1 [x/e 2 ] ∪ {}, which does preserve the provenance semantics. Reasoning similar to that for the original system shows that the resulting rewrite system is strongly normalizing, and that if we rewrite e : t to a normal form e : t, then ht(e ) ≤ max({ht(t)} ∪ {ht(s) | s is the type of a free variable of e}). As such, PN RC has the conservative extension property.
In contrast to Lemma 7.3, observe that the translation Q [−] from N RC(clr, ⊥) expressions into N RC expressions does not preserve set height. Indeed, the ability to nest is crucial in the encoding step enc 
Conservative Extension Property for Updates
We now turn our attention to updates. First, observe that in the absence of provenance, the conservative extension property of N UL follows from the conservative extension property of N RC. Indeed, if u : s → t is a closed update, then u is equivalently expressed by e : s → t in N RC by Proposition 3.4. By the conservative extension property of N RC, e is then equivalently expressed by e : s → t with ht(e) ≤ max(ht(s), ht(t)). Hence u is equivalently expressed by the update u := [x s ] repl (e x). Clearly, ht(u ) ≤ max(ht(s), ht(t)). Therefore: PROPOSITION 7.6. N UL has the conservative extension property.
In the presence of provenance, this approach is invalid, since there may be no N RC expression e whose provenance behavior equals that of u. Nevertheless: 
LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS
We conclude this article with a brief discussion of possible extensions to our approach to handle features found in typical query and update languages.
Primitive operations. Many languages in practice provide primitives that are not domain-preserving, such as sum in the SQL query select A, sum(B) from R group by A. Although such primitives can also be added to N RL (for the query above we would add sum : {int} → int), their addition prevents us from explaining the result of a query or update simply by copying and rearranging objects from the input. It is therefore less clear what to record as provenance. One (rather unsatisfying) approach is to define the provenance of the result of such a query to be the query itself. Another possibility is to define the result of non-domain-preserving primitives to be newly created, as in P[sum] := λx.(val : sum(erase(x)), tag : ⊥). In that case, however, P[sum] is not bounded-inventing and therefore falls outside our current framework.
A more satisfactory approach is to add structure to the set of colors, for example, by considering colors to be expressions that may involve primitive operations. For example, on input R = {1 . This is superficially similar to the approach of Green et al. [2007] , where the annotations on rows in a relational database are assumed to form a semiring. It is also analogous to certain techniques for workflow provenance, as known from the geospatial and Grid computing communities [Bose and Frew 2005; Foster and Moreau 2006; Simmhan et al. 2005] .
User-defined functions. Many database systems also permit user-defined functions (UDFs) written in general purpose programming languages such as C or Java. As outlined above, the provenance of the results of a UDF call could be defined as an expression describing the call and its arguments. Alternatively, we might require UDFs to propagate provenance information themselvesperhaps using a (yet to be studied) implicit provenance semantics for a generalpurpose programming language.
Generic operations. Although extending our current framework with primitive operations or UDFs apparently presents some problems, our expressiveness results appear robust when we add particular generic provenance-aware operations, such as powerset, fixpoint, or while operations. This operator allows us to express SQL updates such as update R set A = ( select A from S where B = 2) that assign a field to the result of a scalar subquery in N UL by iter A ⇒ repl extract( set : {if x.B = 2 then {x.A} else {} | x ∈ S}, default : e ) , where R is the context object and e is an arbitrary closed expression of the correct type. From the point of view of provenance, extract's behavior is straightforward: P[extract] := λx. extract( set : x. val. set, default : x. val. default ).
Using similar arguments as for the completeness of PN RC and PN UL it then follows that PN RC(extract) ≡ COPY(extract) and PN UL(extract) ≡ KP(extract).
List and multiset semantics. The nested relational calculus can be interpreted over collection types based on lists and bags (multisets) as well as sets. Our results are not dependent on the particular collection type used and applies also to N RC interpreted over lists and bags. In fact, our first (unpublished) proofs of expressive completeness were in terms of the list semantics, in which it is possible to use concrete paths instead of colors to address parts of the input. However, the approach taken in this article, based on colors, is notationally lighter and more general.
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